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Abstract— Smart cities accumulate and process large amount of data streams which raise security and privacy concerns at individual and community levels. Sizeable attempts have made to ensure security and privacy of inhabitants’ data. However, security and privacy issues of smart cities are not confined to inhabitants only; service provider and local government have their own reservations – service provider trust, reliability of the sensed data, and data ownership, to name a few. In this research work we identified a comprehensive list of stakeholders and model their involvement in smart cities by using Onion Model approach. Based on the stakeholder model we presented a security and privacy framework for secure and privacy-aware service provisioning in smart cities. Our framework aims to provide end-to-end security and privacy features for trustworthy data acquisition, transmission, processing and legitimate service provisioning. As a proof of concept we tested core functionalities of authentication protocol for data acquisition and service provisioning using Scyther automated verification tool that demonstrated that the proposed framework mitigates security and privacy concerns of different stakeholders identified in the stakeholder model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the emergence of smart cities and new technologies e.g. Internet of Things (IoTs) such as RFIDs, environmental sensors, actuators, smartphones, wearable sensors, cloud computing and their applications in a city environment provide the opportunity to collect and effectively use large scale city data for information awareness and decision making [1]. Data from these devices and/or new sources can be integrated with existing city data that is stored by various departments and local agencies and be analysed for application specific information and knowledge generation. Such processing and storage of large scale data can be performed in a cloud environment to satisfy quality of service requirements e.g. response time of end user queries by provisioning of cloud based virtually unlimited computational and storage facilities [2]. However, with these opportunities there exist new threats to user and/or device privacy and confidentiality of data when communicated between two or more devices and/or users, and establishing trust on services and information [3]. In addition, inherent cloud security issues e.g. storage at remote data centres, physical access etc. can contribute further in dealing with smart cities data security issues [4]. Managing such data from a smart city perspective require proper security and privacy measures which can help in establishing trust and adopting smart solutions in a city environment by various stakeholders including citizens.

State of the art literature review indicates that smart city solutions e.g. SMARTIE [3], IoT-A [4] etc., require a comprehensive approach in dealing with smart city data security, user privacy and trust issues. A few attempts have been made to identify security and privacy concerns of future cities [5-13]. However, existing work in the area of Smart cities is limited to security of data or curated services. Unlike them, in this research we identified a comprehensive list of stakeholders ranging from inhabitants to local governments and data streams to service providers presented using Stakeholder Onion Model technique [14]. We consider these stakeholders as entities who are affected by malicious behaviour of other involved entities – presenting security and privacy concerns from all angles i.e., stakeholder being a victim and attacker as well.

In this research we first identify various smart cities data security related challenges. Then, we present a security and privacy framework for data curation and service provisioning in smart cities. The proposed framework deals with secure and trusted service provisioning in Smart cities. Since, the impact of services in Smart cities is at macro level it is very important that accurate and traceable data is curated and processed by the service provider. To cater this proposed system deals with citizen authentication and data anonymisation. As proof of concept we verify effectiveness of selected components of the security architecture through a model verification technique using Scyther tool [15].

The remainder of this paper is structured as followed: next section presents the rationale for this research. Section 3 identifies different stakeholders who can benefit from the proposed solutions. Onion model technique is adapted to indicate various categories and roles interacting with the smart cities solutions. After this we briefly introduce smart cities and associated data security challenges and then a security framework/architecture is proposed followed by a proof of concept through model verification followed by conclusion and future research direction.
II. RATIONALE

Over the past few years, the concept of Smart cities has emerged to transform urban areas into connected and well-informed spaces. Driven by advancements in information and communication technologies, the cities of the future will be better planned and well informed from micro (inhabitants, local businesses) to macro level (local government). ICT is becoming increasingly pervasive to urban environments and providing the necessary basis for citizen participation in planning decisions. New socio-economic, environmental, health, land use and citizens data collection through crowdsourcing and other (i.e. Internet of Things – IoTs) can be used for analysis and decision making for sustainability and resilience of the smart future cities [1].

However, all these advancements come at the cost of “right to security and privacy”. The whole concept of Smart cities is tightly coupled with “data” and “connectivity”. Services that make smart cities “Smart” are curated by using data stream of Smart cities i.e., inhabitants’ location and digital engagement information, transportation and local government data. Accumulating and processing of these data stream raises security and privacy concerns at individual and community level as well. These security and privacy concerns are not confined to inhabitants only, service provider and local government has their own valid reservations. Therefore, ICT solutions seek suitable platform and data security mechanisms to maintain user privacy, comply with national legislations of data storage & sharing, establish trust on these solutions and maintain integrity & confidentiality of data and secure service provision. Such security measures are needed for wider adoption of smart cities solutions by public administrations as well as citizens. In this respect, the objective of this work is to identify smart city data and services security challenges in a cloud environment and propose appropriate security solutions.

A crucial challenge faced by smart cities is developing a trust framework which can ensure that services driving smart cities are not having malicious intent. This problem is similar to App markets for smartphone industry which are maintained by vendors. In App markets every service is meticulously tested to ensure it complies with policies and regulations. Security and privacy challenges of “Service Market” for smart cities have many critical implications. Since, smart cities is an emerging concept having blurry data usage and service
provisioning regulations, and most critically having myriad data sources to exploit, there is a great need to realise a trust framework which can test and ensure service is credible and fit for use for its inhabitants. Figure 1 depicts various entities which are vulnerable to security and privacy related attacks in a smart city environment. These entities comprise security challenges related to users (i.e. personal information, data ownership & control, identity), data & information (public administration data, open/sensed data, data transmission, cloud based services), service providers and citizen services.

III. STAKEHOLDER MODEL

Data security and privacy aspects need to be dealt from different stakeholders’ point of view to support end-to-end application security. Mainly seven major stakeholder categories are identified to better understand security and privacy concerns from different stakeholders’ perspective. These include data custodians, IT experts, malicious service providers, legitimate service providers, service consumers, domain experts, standard governing bodies. These categories are further extended and mapped on to a Product Onion Model [14] where each circle in the above diagram presents specific roles relevant to the development of certain stage of the overall smart city system and applications. Using the Product Onion Model approach, Figure 2 depicts that there are four concentric circles:

The Product is the inner circle that provides Smart Security framework and components proposed in this paper. This provides the basis for handling data security and privacy aspects in variety of smart city applications from different stakeholders’ point of view.

The System is Smart Security components and its human operators, security policies and rules governing its operations for specific applications.

Smart City Applications encompasses the System and its operators including any human beneficiaries of the System.

The External Environment includes secure smart city applications and any other beneficiaries.

IV. PROPOSED SERVICE BASED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR SMART CITIES

Figure 3 illustrates the conceptual model of proposed security and privacy framework for massively connected spaces. It deals with secure and privacy-aware provisioning of services and trusted acquisition of data through various sources (e.g. citizen participation) in smart cities. Besides this, it also ensures that involved entities are working in compliance with governmental regulations and policies.

Figure 4 depicts architectural framework of data security for smart city applications. In the proposed framework governmental control domain works as a regulatory authority. Its main goal is to ensure that both service provider and inhabitants of smart cities are working within the defined regulations and policies. The service provider verification component ensures legitimate and trustable service provisioning. The seamless sensed data analysis component implements a proper audit trail mechanism to ensure that involved entities are working within their limits. The regulatory authority also ensures that authorised service providers can get access to linked open data. The integrity checker issues credential to devices, services and inhabitants of smart cities as these derive the data generated by massively connected spaces within smart cities. These credentials ensure that service providers can trust the data sources, and in case of any data delude can trace back the source and avoid forge service experience.

The smart city inhabitants/infrastructure layer deals with security and privacy of inhabitants and data generated from diverse modalities (i.e., sensed data, user generated data). It also ensures that provisioned services are working properly and are not tampered by malicious entities. Enforcement of governmental regulations and policies is handled by this layer as well. The authentication component is used to authenticate validity of inhabitants or service providers. The services and application component deals with tamper resistant service provisioning and enforcement of governmental regulations. Service provider can be a victim of unauthorized service consumption as malicious users can tamper services to gain illicit access. Since, service provider is required to abide by rules and regulations laid by government this model also takes on the responsibility of ensuring that services are working as delineated by their service descriptor approved by a regulatory authority during service registration process.
The policy decision point component deals with selection of policies which ensures that necessary measures are taken before user’s private and confidential information be accessed or shared. Policies are selected based on sensed information and service descriptor. If a service requests access to private and confidential data, it may be required that to store data in an untrusted domain either data must be anonymized or encrypted before it can leave user controlled domain. The authorisation component complements the capabilities of Services and Applications to enforce appropriate access control policies. It also maintains an access control log to record data access activity. It significantly helps in case of privacy infringement. It is used to store general access control policies which comply with regulatory authority or personalized access control preferences defined by inhabitants. The data confidentiality component deals with data security. It ensures that private and confidential data is not accessible to malicious service providers or users. It provides necessary cryptographic primitives enabling inhabitants and authorised service providers to process and persist data in untrusted domain i.e., public cloud services. It works in conjunction with Services and Applications to conceal sensitive data according to the security policies selected by policy decision point. These policies can specify either all data should be encrypted or only specific parts should be concealed. For accurate and efficient data analysis it is very important that the service providers process and access the sensed in a convenient way. However, there are caveats in doing so as private and personal data can end up in the hands of users or service providers having malicious intents. Data anonymisation offers the convenience of processing sensed data at the same time it also ensures the inhabitants are decoupled with the sensed data. This significantly reduces the possibilities of privacy infringement as without correct mapping information data cannot be traced back to its data owner or concerned stakeholder. It also assists service provider to explore new business possibilities by sharing anonymized sensed data with other service providers.

The service provider layer is designed to deal with service provisioning and secure and privacy-aware data sharing in untrusted domain. It enables service providers to collaborate on public and citizen data to find new possibilities of service provisioning consequently elevating life experiences in smart cities. The service & application provisioning component represents execution environment for services in smart cities. It can be regarded as a public cloud management portal enabling service providers to manage their services. Service providers can scale their services according to their network and computational load. The data repositories component enables service provider to access public data repositories and also to share application/services specific data with other service providers. Since, public cloud computing is utilized to persist, process and provision data, security and privacy measures are employed to prevent illicit data access. These measures include encrypted data search and processing in untrusted domain, fine-grained controlled over shared data, guaranteed user revocation, and secure key management. These measures enable service providers to securely collaborate with each other whilst maintaining control of their data without relying on untrusted cloud service provider. This framework leverages service providers to open an application programming interface to their business logic and accumulate application/specific data,
whilst maintaining fine-grained control over accessibility. It also maintains an access log to ensure that every access request is recorded. It serves two purposes, billing service providers with respect to number of access requests and audit trail in case of illicit or malicious access.

V. SECURITY PROTOCOL VERIFICATION

Due to space limitation, we only cover authentication component of the above architecture. The authentication component is based on FIPS-196 entity authentication protocol for authenticating. For verifying this component we used Scyther verification tool [15] that uses a formal language for automated security protocol verification. The various steps involved in authentication protocol are described in the following Scyther compliant formal language:

// Initiator
fresh UCa: UserCert;
fresh UCb: UserCert;
fresh Ra:RandomNumber;
fresh Rb:RandomNumber;
fresh D:Data;
fresh Hello:Message;
fresh Ks:SessionKey;

send_1(Ua,Ub,Hello);
recv_2(Ub,Ua,UCb);
recv_3(Ua,Ub,Ra,Rb, {{Ra,Rb}H}sk(Ua));
send_4(Ub,Ua, Ra,Rb, {{Ra,Rb}H}sk(Ub));
send_5(Ua,Ub,D, {D}H|Ks);

// Responder
fresh UCa: UserCert;
fresh UCb: UserCert;
fresh Ra:RandomNumber;
fresh Rb:RandomNumber;
fresh D:Data;

recv_1(Ua,Ub,Hello);
send_2(Ub,Ua, UCb);
recv_3(Ua, Ub, Ra, Rb, {{Ra,Rb}H}sk(Ua));
send_4(Ub, Ua, Ra, Rb, {{Ra,Rb}H}sk(Ub));
recv_5(Ua,Ub,D, {D}H|Ks);

In literature, that man-in-the-middle, replay attack, message tampering, and information leakage (identity) are some of the potential attacks those can be launched on authentication protocol. Therefore, in our claims, from sender’s point of view, we specified following claims to analyse the behaviour of our designed authentication protocol against above mentioned attacks.

- claim(Ua,Alive);
- claim(Ua,Weakagree);
- claim(Ua,Commit,Ub,Hello);
- claim(Ua,Commit,Ub,Hello);
- claim(Ua,Niagree);
- claim(Ua,Nisynch);

The claim with attribute \textit{Nisynch} provides the verification that the messages are received from legitimate sender in specified sequence. Since, in our protocol, we encrypted challenge using private key of the sender so only the corresponding public key can be used to extract the challenge. In our implementation, this public key is encapsulated in certificate with identity of the owner. Therefore, the creator of messages can be easily verified using certificate verification function.

The attribute \textit{Alive} is the second claim which is used to verify the aliveness of the system. This property shows that the messages exchanged between authentication parties are consistent and not tampered by the adversary to include its own challenge. In our used protocol, challenge numbers are digitally signed which holds the properties of tamper resistance and
source authentication.

The attribute \textit{Nilgree} ensures that the sender and receiver both are agreed to exchange the messages safely and according to the predefined sequence. We also analysed through Scyther that our protocol satisfied the \textit{Commit} attribute which shows that the designed protocol confirms the correct response received from authenticating party on corresponding running event.

The verified results of above mentioned properties are shown in Figure 5. The results show that the used authentication protocol satisfied all properties and resisted against man-in-the-middle, replay attack, and message tampering. However, this authentication protocol does not preserve privacy of the user and consequently, during authentication an attacker can extract the identity of the users. To solve this issue, it is recommended that instead of using identity based certificate, an anonymous certificate may be used but the sequence and procedure of the protocol will remain same.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we highlighted data security and privacy issues in the context of cloud based smart cities solutions. Our approach considers security aspects from different stakeholders’ point of view and proposes end-to-end security for smart cities applications which use open data and promote citizen participation. We proposed a comprehensive framework to deal with data security, privacy and trust issues. Such a framework can be useful to provide secure context-aware information services for citizens in a smart city environment [16]. Using Scyther security verification tool, the authentication component of the proposed framework is tested against possible attacks with promising results. Other components of the proposed framework including secure communication protocol are being implemented and tested using scenario-based approach as part of future work.
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